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From an annual sample of U.S Corporate Tax Figure l.--Data Pattern with Matrix Sampling

Returns the Internal Revenue Service provides
________________________________________________

estimates of population and subpopulation totals

for several hundred financial items The basic Corporations
Schedules

sample design is highly stratified and relatively

complex Starting with the 1981 sample
Basic Sampled

the design was modified to include matrix

srplingthose items not observed in the
Grou

subsample are predicted using an imputation
Crucial Ret

procedure This paper gives some further results
fl

of that recent modification

MATRIX SAIQLING _________ _______

Approximately three million corporate tax
Group

returns were filed in tax year 1981 and the
Less Im

Statistics of Income sample contained
Returns

approximately 95000 of these returns Prior to

the 1981 sample the sample design resulted in

the usual rectangular data base The __________
modification to include matrix sampling was

prompted primarily by budget and resource

constraints

Retrieving the information from each sampled
return is timeconsuning and expensive

process Over 600 items may be retrieved from schedule is simply detailed list of the income

return and these items are not simply that the taxpayer put in the catchall variable

abstracted they are also corrected and Other Income It may be that the taxpayer
redistributed to conpensate for taxpayer errors included $500 in income from business receipts
This process of abstracting correcting and that should be included under the item Receipts

redistributing the tax return data is referred to rather than Other Income We would subtract $500

as editing the return The cost of editing from the variable Other Income and increase the

varies by the complexity of the return it may variable Receipts by $500 Seven such schedules

take only twentyfive minutes to edit very are being subsanpled The variables of

simple return and as long as week to edit interest are the final amounts in these fields

complicated one The quality of the editing is For example the final amount in Other Income is

vital to our estimates as these checks reduce equal to the original amount minus the changes
but do not eliminate the nonsampling error due to editing the Other Income schedule That

The population is highly skewed relatively iS Final Other Income equals

small nunber of very large corporations dominate

the estimates and are selected with certainty Original minus changes due

Nonsampling errors on these records can have LOther IncomeJ Ito editing

significant effect on our estimates

Consequently in order to distribute our time Similarly Final Receipts equals
and effort more effectively stratified matrix

sampling was introduced for the smaller returns foriginall plus IChanges in Receipts
i.e certain data items are retrieved on only

LReceiptsi
due to editing

subsample of the sampled returns The stratifi Other Income schedule
cation is twodimensional first in terms of

which schedules can be subsampled and secondly The original amounts are observed for every
in terms of which returns are subject to return The variables being subsairçled for

subsampling.The sample now has form similar to returns in Group are the changes that would be
that shown in Figure The definition of the made if the Other Income schedule were edited
records as crucial Group returns versus Group includes returns for which we believe
less important Group is directly related to that this change is relatively small i.e cases
the choice of the schedules being subsampled where the final amount is either very small or is

Group the crucial corporations includes not dominated by the original amount
only the very large corporations but also

corporations of any size for which we believe DVUTATION PROCEDURE
these schedules are significant Group

returns i.e the residual are the only ones The usual estimation technique associated
subject to subsanpling with matrix sampling is to reweight the sub

When schedule is edited one often finds sampled items However in large .sanple
that the taxpayer has incorrectly classified

survey such as this allowing different weights
certain amounts For example the Other Income for different items is impractical Therefore we
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retain our rectangular data set by imputing the small as well Good results are not guaranteed

missing information i.e by imputinu the however

changes Two cases need to be considered For

These changes are imputed using hot deck variables such as Other Income there is some

procedure within adjustment cells record with bound on the relative changes The relative

items to be imputed is matched to record in change must lie between and because the

the same adjustment cell with complete amount changed nust lie between zero and the

information donor Since the original original amount claimed For variable such as

amounts are observed on all records it seems Receipts there is no intrinsic bound on the

logical to hot deck the relative change rather relative size of the change The amount being

than the dollar amount of the change In added need not have any relationship to the

particular the imputed value of Final Other amount originally in Receipts ao original zero

Income for record would be obtained by the amount can even be changed to nonzero amount

expression
So even if small amount is added it can result

in large relative change There is thus

Original possibility of making significant changes in the

Cd lOther Income.jI microdata with potentially adverse consequences
for estimates of subpopulations For example

imputing $100 into Receipts when it was origi
where Cd is the ratio nally zero will not significantly change the

estimated population totals But if user is

Change on donor record interested in subpopulations defined by whether

Original Other Income on record or not there are Receipts the imputation may be

significant factor

and is the donor record with complete

information that was matched to record as part

of the hot deck process Using the relative FECTS ON POPULATION ESTIMATES

change should reduce the coarseness of the hot

deck procedure and should almost eliminate Consider first the estimates of population
further corrections to balance the record This totals or subpopulation totals Lhlike most

procedure is described in more detail in applications of hot deck procedure in this

Prior to the 1981 sample the estimation problem the nonresponse mechanism is known In

procedure was designbased The estimates were the terminology of missing data the data are

calculated by weighting the observed sampled missing at random This is not an assump
values inference was based solely on the tion but consequence of the design Because

distribution of the design indicators The the data are missing at random there is no bias

relative merits of this classical type of due to the nonresponse generated by the matrix

inference versus modelbased inference have been sampling However because the change is

discussed in the recent literature model estimated as ratio the imputation procedure

based estimate predicts the unobserved values will introduce bias unless within adjustment

using an assuned model inference depends on both cells the expected value of the change is

the distribution of the design indicators and the constant multiple of the original amount or

model for the variable Our estimation procedure the change is independent of the original

is still primarily designbased but It now amount Neither of these possibilities is

contains modelling aspect Each record is likely However we expect the bias due to this

assigned weight based on the original technique to be insignificant because only

stratified sample design Those items that are relatively small component of the final amount is

not observed in the subsequent matrix sample are being imputed

imputed as described above Using matrix sampling would increase the
Imputation is modelbased approach usually variance of our estimates because of the decrease

associated with nonresponse Because this in sample size Recall again that the variable

nonresponse mechanism is in fact part of the being estimated has two carqonents for

sample design the mechanism is known and it is example if

just another level of random sampling The model

associated with the imputation procedure is Final Original Change
contained in the definition of Group and in the

definition of the adjustment cells As mentioned then

earlier strati iŁd matrix sampling only subjects

to subsampling those records that are likely to nd the increase in variance due to subsanpllng

have small changes made due to editing the is function only of the variance of within

schedules For those records subject to Group Using hot deck imputation

subsampling the adjustment cells are defined so procedure instead of reweighting the observed

that they should contain records that are items further increases the variance Estima

homogeneous with respect to the variable being ting the additional variance due to imputation is

imputed I.e the relative changes due to the one of the difficulties associated with Imuta
schedule tion procedures user treats the data set

The underlying rationale for our approach is as if it were completely observed the variance

that if the amounts being changed will generally of the estimate will be underestimated and

be small with the original amount dominating the incorrect inferences may result better

change then the effect of the subsampling and estimate of variance can be obtained using

imputation on our population estimates should be multiple imputatIon
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Figure 2.Changes Due to the Schedule All Records with Other Income 1981

Change

$100 Million

Contains Records

in Group

Original Amount

$100 Million

An Example.-.- Using multiple imputation subject to subsampling would have been smaller

procedures estimates of the bias and estimates closer to zero
of the increase in mean square error due to the In Figure the Group donors are plotted

subsampling and imputation are being calculated separately for financial records and for

Suninaries should be available in subsequent nonfinancial Financial corporations include

report this year However we expect both the banks real estate insurance and holding

bias and the increase in variance to be relatively companies Nonfinancial corporations encompass

small because only small fraction of the Final everything else manufacturing agriculture

Amount is being imputed etc Since for the Other Income Schedule there

For example last year the results of pilot is distinct difference between these two

study were given The results from the categories we have found that the type of

complete data set are now shown in Figure corporation is reasonably good predictor of

This is plot of the amount changed vs the which records will change Financial records are

amount originally claimed as Other Income for likely to change due to editing the schedule

records in both Group and Group Most of the
nonfinancial records are not.

records have an original Other Income less than

$50 million but there are some larger records TWO EXAWLES THE IACT OF

One record had an original amount of $144 million THE IPUTATION

and $140 million was removed after editing the

schedule Two aspects of the imputation have been

Ideally we would like the records subject to discussed

subsaTpling Group to have both small amount

changed and small change relative to the the absolute size of the change are
original amount The records in Group are large amounts being imputed and

entirely contained in the small circle around

zero the dollar amounts of possible changes have the relative size of the change
been reasonably well controlled because only compared to the original amount are we

small records are in Group Therefore the making changes of 0% 10% or 200%
bias and increase in variance should be small at

least for population estimates For the Other Income Schedule we saw that the

On the other hand we have been less dollar amounts of possible change have been

successful in predicting which records will have reasonably well controlled In this section we

small relative change That is the relative will look at two examples of the change relative

change appears to have the same range between to the original amount

zero and the original amount for records in Two classes of records are chosen one to

Group as for records in Group We would have exemplify potentially bad case and the second

preferred that the relative changes on records class to illustrate goode case We saw in
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Figure 3.Changes Due to Schedule Group Donors Only 1981

Nonfinancial Records Financial Records

$3 Million $3 Million

Change

$3 Million $3 Million

Original Amount

Figure that for donor records Group the is considered to be infinite
financial records are very likely to have Example Banks The distribution of

change made approximately out of records had the relative changes made to Receipts for Group

change due to editiflg the Other Income and Group is shown is Figure The values

Schedule Within the financial classification of the relative change have been grouped into

the largest major industrial classification was intervals and the last category is for records

banks of the 369 donor records classified as that have changes made to an original zero

financial 241 were banks The banks are even amotst An asterisk indicates percentage less

more likely to have change made to Other than 1%

Income out of 10 banks had change made due For example in Group records not subject to

to editing Other Income Therefore banks were Subsampling of the records had no change

chosen as the first example an example of 2% of the records had relative change greater

potential problems of distorting the microdata than but less than or equal to 1/2 and on 86%

because of making large relative changes of the records the original amount was zero and

In Figure we also saw that the change was made
nonfinancial records were uilikely to have For banks the only noticeable difference

change made in Other Income for donor records between the two groups is that for records not

only out of 10 records had change subject to subsampling Group there are few

Therefore the nonfinancial records were selected records with relative changes of 100 and more
as our good case This is substantially However the important point is that even in the

larger class with 1441 donor records records subject to subsampling most records have

Finally instead of considering the relative Receipts changed from zero to positive amount

change in the variable Other Income we look at

the relative change in Receipts This is done

for several reasons When Other Income is Figure 4.Change in Receipts for Banks 1981

changed amounts are moved out of Other Income

and into other variables The variable most _________________________________________________
often changed in this way is the variable Matrix Interval Values of the Relative Change
Receipts Unlike Other Income there is no bound

Samoling Upper Endpoint
on the relative change made to Receipts which is Stratum Over Infinite
defined as

20 lOG 100 Change

chan9e in Receipts Group A- 10 86%
Original Receipts

Group 12 84%

except that it cannot be negative change can
_______________________________________________

be made even when the original amount in Receipts

is zero When this happens the relative change indicates less than 1%
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Therefore for banks the ijrutation procedure change is dominated by the original amount for

may most records the relative change is less than or

equal to 1/2 for 96% of the records But on 3%

cause distortion of the distribution of the records change was made when the
within microdata and original amount was zero and there are several

even have significant effect on the records with very large relative changes For

population estimates if the amounts example there is one record where editing the

changed are large Other Income Schedule added over 500 times what

However at least the latter does not happen was Originally in Receipts

Figure shows the mean values for selected Notice however that for the records subject
income items for banks in Group As one would to subsampling the nonfinancial records exhibit

expect the dominant income item is Interest the desired property the original amount

Receipts is small source of income and the dominates the change The relative change is
amounts being moved into Receipts are smaller less than 1/2 for over 99% of the records The

still they include items such as charges on imputation should not severely distort the
checking accounts late charges etc For the distribution even within microdata sets
variable Receipts the original amount still

dominates the change over aggregates Also the SUI44ARY AND FUTURE PLANS
banks subject to subsampling are small average

Total Income less than $3 million Therefore Matrix sampling and the subsequent imputation
though the inicrodata for small banks may be of the unrecorded amounts were introduced in

impacted by the imputation most population and order to expend our resources more efficiently
subpopulation estimates should not be signifi- Based on preliminary analyses we do not expect
cantly altered the imputation to significantly effect the

estimates of important population and subpopula
tion aggregates Estimates of bias and variance

Figure Income Items on Banks Subject to are being calculated
Subsampling 1981 We also hoped that the imputation procedures

__________________________________________________ would not severely distort the distributions
within microdata sets While we expect this to

Average Value
be true for most variables and most subpopula

Income Itoms in Dollars tions it is not true for all Clearly for some

small banks the amount changed dominates the

Receipts Original Amount 121000 original amount
Naturally we have many future plans in

Amount Changed 79000 addition to improving our models serious

consideration is the dual problem of having
Interest 2394000 enough complete records donors in an adjustment

cell and performing the imputation calculations

All Other Income Items 258000 early in the processing In the first year of

matrix sampling the 1981 sample the number of

Total Income 2852000 donors was so inadequate that the adjustment
cells were very broad especially for financial
records That is there was severe collapsing of

cells in order to attain an adjustment cell with

Exiple Nonfinancial Records The at least one donor This was discussed last year

nonfinancial records exemplify for the variable and suninary of the collapsing was given

Receipts what we hoped would happen The For the 1982 sample more records were subject to

distribution of the relative change is suumnarized subsampling and the subsampling rate was doubled

in Figure For nonfinancial records relatively for financial records This was successful in

few changes were made due to the Other Income that nLich less collapsing occurred The cell

Schedule so there should be few changes to collapsing for the 1982 records is shown in

Receipts what is of interest is whether there Figures and and it can be seen that

are large relative changes In Group the relatively little collapsing occurred and each
cell had at least two donors However the ratio

of donors to imputes can still be quite small
Figure 6.Change in Receipts for Nonfinancial Also because the ratio of donors to imputes is

Records 1981 small the imputation processing must wait for

all records to be available This can delay

_______________________________________________ production by several weeks Increasing the

percentage of donors by editing more records has
Matrix Interval Values of the Relative Change

the disadvantage of increasing costs We would
Sampling Upper Endpoint like to use the prior years complete records to
Stratum Over Infinite

20 100 100 Ch impute the current years records If this is
ange

reasonable it would increase the number of

A- 82 14
complete records in the adjustment cells and

roup
allow the imputation calculations to be done in

the mainstream of the processing
Group B--- 92

In conclusion while there are many improve
ments to make we feel encouraged to continue

indicates less than 1%
type of sample design and Iiiutation
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